High-intensity focused ultrasound (FUS) is a noninvasive technique for ther-1 mal or mechanical treatment of tissues that can lie deep within the body, with a 2 growing body of FDA-approved indications. There is a pressing need for methods to 3 rapidly and quantitatively map FUS beams for quality assurance in the clinic, and to 4 accelerate research and development of new FUS systems and techniques. However, 5 conventional ultrasound pressure beam mapping instruments including hydrophones 6 and optical techniques are slow, not portable, and expensive, and most cannot map 7 beams at actual therapeutic pressure levels. Here, we report a rapid projection imag-8 ing method to quantitatively map FUS pressure beams based on continuous-wave 9 background-oriented schlieren (CW-BOS) imaging. The method requires only a wa-10 ter tank, a background pattern and a camera, and uses a multi-layer deep neural 11 network to reconstruct beam maps. Results at two FUS frequencies show that CW-12 BOS imaging can produce high-resolution quantitative projected FUS pressure maps 13 in under ten seconds, that the technique is linear and robust to beam rotations and 14 translations, and that it can accurately map aberrated beams. 15 Keywords: Schlieren, Beam mapping, Therapeutic ultrasound, Deep learning a will.grissom@vanderbilt.edu 2 I. INTRODUCTION 16 Focused ultrasound (FUS) with pressures up to several megapascals (MPa) is a noninva-17 sive therapeutic modality that has a broad range of established and emerging applications, 18
index must be characterized to ensure they meet safety guidelines set by the US Food and 37 Drug Administration. The most widely-used FUS beam mapping instruments are hydrophones. They are ill-39 suited to rapidly mapping beams produced by FUS transducers, because they provide fine 40 temporal resolution but (as illustrated in Fig. 1 ) they only sample one spatial location at 41 4 a time, and a 3D motion stage must be used to move them through a tank to produce a 42 spatially-resolved beam map. This results in long measurement times that even with variable 43 density sampling schemes can take up to several hours for 3D volumes. Furthermore, fine 44 temporal resolution is not required for the majority FUS applications where the transducer 45 is operated in a continuous-wave mode. The long measurement times limit hydrophones' 46 usefulness in measuring beams at multiple power levels or across ranges of experimental 47 variables. Common polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) hydrophones are not prohibitively ex-48 pensive but can only measure sub-therapeutic pressure levels since they are easily damaged 49 by cavitation. To overcome their speed and power limitations, hydrophone measurements 50 have been combined with computational modeling (holography) 14, 15 , but these methods still 51 require a large number of hydrophone measurements over a two-dimensional surface. More 52 expensive (> $10k USD) membrane 16 and fiber optic hydrophones 17 can withstand higher 53 pressures, but they are less sensitive than PVDF hydrophones, and bandwidth limitations 54 at high pressures can be a problem. Any instrument that sits in the focus will experience 55 damage due to cavitation, and will require periodic repair and recalibration, and hydrophone 56 systems lack the portability needed for clinical quality assurance measurements.
57
Ultrasound pressure beams can also be mapped based on the deflection of light due to 58 the acousto-optic effect. Optical ultrasound beam mapping methods such as photographic 59 and laser schlieren methods have been used for more than fifty years to visualize ultrasound 60 pressure fields in two dimensions [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] 
7
Here we describe a rapid projection imaging method to quantitatively map FUS pressure 86 fields based on continuous-wave BOS (CW-BOS) imaging. It requires only a water tank, 87 a background pattern displayed on one side of the tank, and a camera to photograph the 88 pattern through the other side of the tank (Fig. 2a) periments, the whole measurement setup was covered by a black cloth to suppress ambient 145 light, so the iPad provided the only illumination.
146
The background images displayed by the iPad were bed-of-nails patterns comprising black 147 dots/nails on a regular grid with a white background. The size of each dot was 2 pixels × 2 148 pixels. The distance between consecutive dots in each direction was 8 dots (16 pixels), which 149 corresponded to a physical distance of 1.7 mm, and was set based on the maximum expected and those values were tiled into the final reconstructed beam map. With the camera placed 156 a total distance of 31 cm from the iPad, each rectangular patch comprised between 42×42 157 and 46×46 pixels, and was upsampled to 54×54 pixels for reconstruction. Fig. 2a shows that when a background image displayed by the tablet is photographed through the water tank by the camera, the image is distorted due to the refraction of light rays as they travel through the water from the tablet to the camera lens. The refraction angle in each of the photographed dimensions (x and z) is determined by the refractive index 13 of the water:
where n 0 is the ambient refractive index of water, n is the 3D refractive index field, y is the
where ∂n ∂p = 1.4636 × 10 −11 Pa -1 is the adiabatic piezo-optic coefficient 46,47 . Assuming the light ray is deflected as it passes through the FUS beam's refractive index field and then continues across a distance D in the y dimension before being recorded by the camera, the image displacement at a location (x, z) in the photograph of the tablet's image is obtained by substituting Equation 2 into Equation 1 and scaling by D:
where K = D n 0 ∂n ∂p . In this equation, the integral of the 3D pressure field along the projected 183 dimension (y) is the projected pressure field P proj (x, z, t). This forward model was used to 184 calculate the CW-BOS histograms to train the neural network reconstructor as described The simulated transducers generated 12-cycle pulses, and the middle cycle was saved at 203 each spatial location, representing steady-state. A total of 34 simulations were run for the 204 1.16 MHz transducer, for peak negative pressure amplitudes between 1 -11.5 MPa, and and an L 2 -norm penalty (λ 2 = 0.0002) was used to prevent overfitting in the each layer. B. Linearity.
288
CW-BOS images were further acquired across transducer driving voltage amplitudes.
289
Data were acquired with the 1.16 MHz transducer and waveform generator amplitudes be-290 tween 0 and 200 mV pp , in 25 mV pp steps. Fig. 7a shows reconstructed projected pressure 291 maps across driving voltage amplitudes. Fig. 7b plots the mean across five repetitions of 292 the projected pressure in the focus (indicated by the arrow in Fig. 7a ) at each amplitude, the camera translated ±2.5 cm along the z-dimension, with a 150 mV pp driving voltage.
325
The intensity and shape of pressure fields were again unchanged compared to the reference.
326
The projected pressure amplitudes around the focus were 4348 Pa·m (no translation), 4616 327 Pa·m (-2.5 cm) and 4344 Pa·m (+2.5 cm). FWHM's in the x dimension were 1.5 mm (no 328 translation, -2.5 cm and +2.5 cm), and 12.1 mm (no translation), 11.5 mm (-2.5 cm), and 329 11.4 mm (+2.5 cm) in the z dimension.
330
E. Aberrations.
331
An important potential application of the CW-BOS projection beam mapping method is 332 to detect beam aberrations on clinical FUS systems. Fig. 10a shows an acoustic aberrator 56 Fig. 10b .
336
The beams' intensities and shapes are closely matched, and the RMSE between them was 337 256 Pa·m (10.8% of the hydrophone-measured peak amplitude). Fig. 10c further shows the 338 lens placed to block the left half of the transducer, and Fig. 10d shows measured beam maps though with further work it may be possible to train a single network for a wide range of 373 FUS frequencies. Our total CW-BOS scan times were 3-5 minutes, which was dominated 374 by delays including photo transfers from the camera to the PC, and comprised less than 8 375 seconds of FUS-on time. We expect that with optimization, the total scan duration could be 376 reduced to less than 10 seconds; reconstruction in MATLAB and Python then took another 377 20 seconds which could be further optimized, and does not require a high-end computer.
378
Overall, the method achieves an approximate 2000x speedup compared to the time required 379 to obtain the same information using a hydrophone. While the proposed hardware is not 380 currently compatible with very large-aperture transcranial FUS transducers whose foci do 381 not extend beyond their shell, it may be possible to map these systems by projecting back-382 ground patterns onto the transducer surface.
383
There are several possible ways to improve or extend the proposed technique. First, a 384 larger convolutional neural network that operates on entire photos rather than individual 385 segmented histograms may achieve improved accuracy by learning spatial relationships be-386 tween blurring patterns and FUS beam features, and it could enable the use of a single, 387 dense background pattern to reduce acquisition times. However, this would require a much 388 larger training corpus to maintain generality, as well as more computation and memory, 389 both for training and reconstruction. We also assumed a parallel ray geometry between the 390 background pattern and the camera in this work, but it may be possible to generate more
